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Speed Vault
Wall or rail push

A move used to clear rails and walls at high speeds, with 
the body flying over and a hand on the obstacle to serve as 
a stabiliser and drive.

King Kong
Monkey vault, kong, through vault

A vault where you place two hands on a rail or wall, and 
pass your knees through them in a forward motion. Done 
either standing and running, and either over the rail/wall 
or onto it.

[concrete] Turnover
Turn vault, 180° vault using wall

A vault in which you clear an obstacle, and pull yourself 
inwards to turn 180 degrees and place your feet on the 
other side. Often used to gain a suitable position to drop 
from. This tutorial refers to a walled version.

Reverse 360 Vault
R360 Vault

A vault which involves a 360 degree rotation over an 
obstacle.

Both one handed and two handed versions...

Lazy Vault
Scissor Kick Vault

A basic vault in which legs are thrown upwards in a scissor 
kick whilst weight is transferred across the hands behind a 
traceur's back.

Rail Spring
Hand Spring on Obstacle

Hard to classify, but Levity tend to call it a form of vault. A 
handspring is performed over an obstacle, with the body 
symmetrically travelling over it upside-down.

Dash Vault
No alternate names known

A strange looking vault with the traceur essentially leaping 
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over an obstacle, and using the hands to propel one even 
further.

Rocket Vault
Leg grab vault

Whilst lacking in fluidity, this vault is impressive with the 
traceur having their legs above their body whilst both 
balancing and travelling over a rail.

Thief Vault
Semi-dash vault

Similar to the dash vault in concept, except hands are not 
placed down simultaneously. The result is a vault in which 
weight is transferred from hand to hand whilst the rest of 
the body travels over an obstacle.

[running] Cat Leap
Wall Grab

A fast run and leap off an obstacle to clear a gap, landing 
holding a ledge some distance away with your hands.

[standing] Cat Leap
Wall grab

A less fluid version of the running Cat Leap, but useful for 
linking with moves such as monkey vaults. A leap off an 
obstacle to clear a gap, landing holding a ledge or obstacle 
some distance away with your hands.

270 Tic-tac
270 wall climb, 270 tac, 270 speed climb

A wall climb with a 270 rotation that allows you to grab a 
wall perpendicular to the one you kick off.

Tic-tac Climb
Wall tap to climb

A wall climb with a wall tap off a perpendicular wall to the 
target.

Palm Spin
360 Vault without clearance
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A 360 degree rotation over an obstacle that is done in a 
way that you don't actually cross over the rail/wall.

Wall Flip
Wall run to somersault

A wall run with a backwards flip that ends up with the 
traceur facing the wall they just ran up vertically.

See the supporting tutorial for this move!

Speed Vault

When first learning this move - try it at a jog. I don’t 
believe this move can be done at a walk, as some pace is 
required in order to do the move effectively. Try the move 
first on a wall, as this requires less concentration and 
accuracy. If you feel confident then try it at a fast jog.

Run towards wall/rail with reasonable momentum. If you 
are going to speed vault with your right hand, then you 
should aim to take off with your right leg. If it’s your left 
hand, then take off with your left leg. I do it with my right 
hand, so in the picture, you will see a demonstration for a 
right-handed speed vault.

Take off with the appropriate leg, and throw your hand 
(which ever you are vaulting with) forward. Drive the 
trailing leg as well, as it is need to produce a small ‘kick’
towards the end of the move.
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Your head is focusing forward on the landing spot now that 
you've finished the business of grabbing the rail. The 
trailing leg is driving over, whilst the speed from the run-
up is assisting the body's progression over the rail.

Drive the trailing leg up to get height and speed and 
distance, kick the left leg.

Ideally - my body should be parallel with the obstacle. This 
is where the move gets tricky though; you have to pull your 
body back to upright, in order for a smooth, controlled 
landing. The aim is to land with the same leg you took off 
from...as you can see by my right leg coming forward. The 
other leg kicks backwards as you touch the obstacle. This 
enables the back leg to come forward for the landing. This 
is a very important part of the move, and if this is done 
well, the landing should be good.

Head is pushed forward to drag the body along in an 
attempt to get distance. 

The leg you took of comes through and takes the landing. 
Try to make this into run in order to preserve ‘flow’. Then 
run off in a powerful manner, to make the move look as 
powerful, and speedy (hence the name) as possible. This 
landing shows my feet together, but you'll just have to trust 
the framing time! Depending on the distance, you'll find it 
harder to do a one-footed landing over distances.

Focus on the rail during your fast run-up. Leap with the same leg as the arm that you're planning on grabbing the rail 
with, and focus on getting the distance by pushing your upper body forward, and using the momentum from your 
trailing (but driving) leg to gain height. A decent landing makes a fluid move, and you can carry on to the next obstacle!

OK, there's some confusion about what this move is called, and so I'm not going to embarrass myself by picking the 
wrong one. We all call them different things, monkeys, kongs, through vaults, yada yada. Whatever. This move is a 
vault where your legs go through your arms, running or not. It's the same, except one is easier (and that's the running 
one).
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This move is the easiest thing out there, and is simply a matter of committing. Your body will not let you bail...just stick 
your arms at that rail, jump through, and release early enough to avoid serious shin scrapage.

The pictures used in this tutorial were the only ones we could dig up of a kong that is side-on (we tend to film the 
destination, not the actual vault). This one is a catleap onto a carpark with a 15 foot drop below...ecause of this, the 
kong is quite short...you'd normally travel further. Because Dev didn't want to hit the ledge too hard, he did a short 
distance kong...meaning he didn't lean as far forward as you normally do. Generally speaking, the more you lean into 
the kong, the further you'll go.

King-Kong

Run-up is a relatively quick jog, and can be a good run 
when you're used to the motion. Focus on the rail as you 
run up.

Two-footed take off (although a one-footed is better for 
flow, this is easier for a tutorial's sake). Comfortable 
distance away, and we all vary with this...ranging from 
about a foot up to almost 2 metres! Hands up and ready.

Often you're in the air before your hands on the rail, but 
since this is just a small kong, he's placed his hands on the 
rail first. This is also easier if you're attempting this for the 
first time. 

Spring upwards with your feet, and push downwards 
slightly with your hands. Your spring will drive you 
forward and up, your push will make sure you have enough 
distance for your knees to clear. This is the stage when the 
angle you're leaning at determines distance (as do speed of 
run-up and distance of take-off). You want to lean forward 
more than you feel comfortable with (at least on your first 
go). If you're upright, your chest gets in the way of your 
knees, and you scrape. So just lean forward, and jump into 
the rail, using your hands to push yourself upwards.

As you can see, Dev is leaning further forward here. This 
means your knees aren't actually under your chest, but 
under your waist. This then means you don't have to rely 
on tucking far enough to get your knees over, because you 
release the rail by the time your knees get there.

Although this picture is similar to the above one, look at 
his hands. They're pushing downwards in a flicking 
motion. This drives the body upwards and outwards, 
ensuring that knees don't collide with the rail, and you get 
more distance.
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When you need distance from a kong, exaggerate the 
leaning forward motion, and the push backwards from this 
flick of the wrist.

Knees and ankles over the rail, king kong complete (or 
monkey or whatever....if you were standing, it would 
virtually be the same).

This move is really something just to go for. All of Levity were doing it before Jump London was even dreamed of, 
because it's a very basic vault. Just go for it, and just remember to lean forward, and flick upwards slightly with your 
wrists. And bails don't hurt if that worries you - it's often just an ankle skimming the rail, and you land on your hands...it 
doesn't even cause bruising on concrete. And once you do have it, you'll find it replaces the old one-handed vault 
because it's just so much smoother and easier.

This is a standard turn vault (or turnover as Levity call it) in which you perform the 180 degree rotation on a concrete 
surface. This is different to doing it on rails because rather than having to aim your feet at the ledge underneath the rail 
(or another rail), you have to position them on the wall so that you don't slide down. This means that rather than coming 
downwards, your feet have to hit the wall dead-on, so that your grip catches and you stay there (although often you slide 
slightly due to lack of grip).

Concrete Turnover

Learn the move standing, and then try running, as this is 
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easier.
Start by crouching down and preparing yourself for the 
spring upwards. Hands are about shoulder-width apart. 
Some people have their inside hand (the hand that won't let 
go of the wall) facing towards them, and the other facing 
outwards...it really doesn't matter, as long as you're 
comfortable.

The spring up, pretty much a standard vault at the moment. 
Focus on the edge of the wall.

A key point of this move is having your weight distributed 
above your hands, so that you can control yourself. If 
you're leaning away, you won't be able to tuck correctly 
and land precisely. The rotation is already starting, with 
your eyes still focused on the wall.

Notice how the weight is above the right hand (in this case, 
the turnover rotating clockwise). The left hand (the hand 
that was facing outwards...the one that will let go) now 
gives a little push to assist the rotation before letting go.

Hand has let go, and you must be fully tucked. Eyes are 
focusing on the target for your hand...if you miss, you're 
stuck hanging by one arm! Keep the weight over the wall, 
don't lean outwards - but equally don't lean too far in, or 
else your legs just won't get over the ledge.
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Hand has grabbed the wall, and notice how high the body 
still is. With two hands firmly holding you up, the rest is 
easy.

Again, see how high the body is? Unlike a normal 
turnover, you want to be high here so that your legs hit the 
wall directly, and not in a downwards motion (resulting in 
skidding).

First contact is made. An alternative is too have your 
backside lower down to further increase the pressure into 
the wall - although if you're too low, your centre-of-gravity 
ends up too high, and you'll hinge off the wall.

The beginning of a lean outwards so that a further 180 
degree rotation can be made so that the traceur is facing 
outwards from the wall, and can continue the run. This is 
done by thrusting into the wall, and twisting the torso. The 
lower body follows, and you'll find yourself in a prime 
rolling position for the drop about to arrive.
In this example, he has slid down slightly, with the surface 
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being slightly sandy and offering little traction. 

There are a number of choices available from here, but most people choose to complete the rotation with the 180 
described in the last step. This further rotation is great if you really focus on kicking into the wall, and get some height 
out of it. Throw out your arms and tuck your knees into your chest for a great position in the air.

This two-handed version is a very easy vault, and doesn't require much thought. Because of the momentum, the chances 
of you hurting yourself in the rotation are extremely remote...the only degree of control that is required is in making the 
landing neat. 

Reverse 360 Vault

Fair paced run-up, between a slow jog and run. Focus on 
the rail.

I place my hands with my left thumb to the sky, and right 
thumb to the ground...with the rotation using my right 
shoulder as a pivot. Other way round = hands the other 
way.

Jump diagonally over the rail, with a straight head that is 
watching your hands (don't tilt it into your chest). When 
learning the move, it's easier to start the rotation with the 
jump, so as you jump, pull slightly with your right hand, 
with your left shoulder being marginally higher.
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Weight is evenly distributed over the rail, with the twisting 
momentum from the jump still rotating my body.

This is a very slow rotation - they can be much quicker. 
I've released my left hand because my body is now over the 
rail, and doesn't need that support any more. To speed the 
rotation, you can look over your shoulder into the direction 
of travel.

All hands let go, and it's just a matter of landing properly. 
If you can, try land with one foot first, and place the other 
one further ahead - so you're already into stride. 

Continue your run!

Picture the rail in front of you...run at it, and place your hands according to the direction of rotation. When you spring 
off the ground into the rail, put a little twist into the jump early to complete some of the rotation before you're even over 
the rail. You'll have an image of watching your two hands on the rail, before your opposite hand releases as your 
shoulders complete the rotation. Watch the ground, land neatly, and run away, :D.

This move is harder than the two-handed version, but is relatively simple once you have the other move cracked. Just 
remember to start the rotation with your jump, and not to rely on the strength in your arm to whip around. If you have 
the rotation and speed, you'll get over the rail - and getting it so that you face the right direction is just a matter of 
practice.
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Reverse 360 Vault (One Handed)

A relatively fast run-up is needed as the energy is needed 
to get over the rail...because you can't really use your legs 
to get the distance when they're working on building your 
rotation up.

A two-footed take off is easier for learning, but you can do 
it with one. Eyes on the rail making sure you grab it, and 
bent knees to drive in the next step.

This is the most important part of the move. You have to 
begin your rotation from the moment you take off the 
ground, so you're already twisting when you take off. Head 
is going left (following the rule that your body follows 
your head). Body is quite tight for a semi-tuck to speed up 
rotation.

Leaning into the rail allows the momentum from your run-
up to keep you going over it. Bringing the legs up will 
assist in gaining height, and speeding up the rotation.

You can do this with your loose arm spread out for style, it 
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doesn't really matter. 

This shot clearly shows how tucked you are when doing 
this move, like all rotations, the shape of your body dictates 
the speed that you rotate. The head is still rotating towards 
the rotation, bringing the rest of the body with it. 

Once you've felt you're over the rail (subconsciously you'll 
know), kicking out the legs slows the rotation so that you 
can control the landing.

One footed landing allows for a quick run away.

The end!
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If you're grabbing the rail with your right hand, just focus on getting your hand on the rail, bending down slightly and 
thrusting downwards with your legs whilst your torso begins rotating anti-clockwise. Whilst you're travelling vertically, 
begin tucking to aid that twisting motion, and landing is pretty self-explanatory.

Probably one of the most basic vaults out there, there's not much to do when learning this move. If you are having 
difficulties, just remember that there isn't a great element of speed or force in this - and so you're not going to hurt 
yourself.

Lazy Vault

Run-up can be anything from a walk to a fast run - whilst 
focusing on where your first hand is going to grab the rail.

The body is quite upright, but as you get better, you find 
yourself leaning back as it makes the move look more 
'efficient' by getting your body close to the rail.

Once again, leaning back is a personal preference, but it 
does help if you're having trouble. The main part of the 
move is the drive up of your [right] leg (the one closest to 
the rail). Your hand is on the rail, guiding you, but not 
providing a massive amount of force.
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Right leg is driving up, left leg gives a little push to 
provide the sideways momentum (although this is mostly 
provided by the driving leg and guiding arm).

Arm starts moving backwards, but there's no rush, this is 
lazy...:P.

This is where leaning back makes a difference or not. For 
simplicity's sake, I'm quite upright - but you can get a lot
lower. Don't worry about missing the rail with the hand 
that goes back - because you're not going too, and if you 
do, it doesn't matter; you'll be over the rail by the time your 
hand misses.
However, it's very hard to miss the rail, because your body 
subconsciously keeps a track of where it is - your other 
hand is holding it, and so you instinctively know where to 
put the other - if you're still doubtful, just do it without 
thought and your body will do the rest. 

I tend to keep my legs up quite high, and give it a little kick 
out towards the end to 'pull' myself away from the rail for 
some distance. It's up to you what you want to do in the 
air...from tucking to a rocket-vault shape, they're pretty 
much all possible.
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Your arms don't do much except hold the rail, and keep 
you going straight. Once you've caught the rail with your 
second hand, the other can let go. 

Single footed landing for a good run-off, and you're done! 

This vault has a magnificent feel to it, you kick up with the closest leg to the obstacle, and transfer your weight across 
your shoulders as your other hand finds the rail. It can be incredibly fluid as well - as well as individual...the positioning 
of the body in the air means a lot of adaptations can be made (including a turnover/turn vault).

The handspring is relatively unnecessary in Parkour, however, is a great stepping-stone for increasing one;s ability. It 
looks very impressive, and is highly unnerving when first attempted. The great thing about this move, which few other 
moves allow you to do, is having a spotter/s. The handspring can be performed by taking off with one leg or two.

If you are not very competent, or lacking courage, then a mattress or other soft objects can be used for reassurance. The 
hand spring is a move that you can improve upon all the time. When I first learnt to handspring I landed them all low, in 
fact the first one I did I landed on my back, however, now I can get decent hang time and good flight. Practice…

Hand Spring on Rail (Rail Spring)

Run towards rail at a reasonable pace. It is difficult to 
handspring on a rail when sprinting. It is possible to do the 
move from a static position, however, I suggest learning it 
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at a jog.

As you near the rail take a hop – bringing your legs 
together. Bring your hands forward ready to grab the rail. 

Place hands on rail approximately shoulder width apart. 
Bend knees and explode upwards. Use you arms to control 
this power. Ensure to bring your legs straight over your 
head - for that much loved symmetry and control.

This is where danger comes into play. In my opinion you 
must let your head travel past the rail, which will help 
avoid a nasty head butt. Bring your legs up tucked in order 
to keep the speed of rotation. 

Now for the impressive part of the move. If you have good 
upper-body strength and coordination, you will master this 
move quickly. Your legs and arms should thrust upwards to 
create, in gymnastic terms, flight.
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This picture demonstrates the ‘flight’, but also the way to 
guarantee safety. This is down to timing; the push should 
come just after your body weight is past the bar. If the push 
is done to early, you can land back first on the bar. I have 
seen two people do this – it isn’t pleasant. 

Good flight is the result of an explosive push. An arched 
back adds to the aesthetics of the move. During the flight, 
the landing should be considered. Try and judge where you 
air in the air. For instance, when I land this move before I 
expect to, it comes as an unwelcome jolt, so try and avoid 
this.

Try and produce a controlled landing on the front of your 
feet. People have a tendency to land on their heels, which 
can't be too healthy! 

Continue with run…
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This move is actually quite easy, because your body sorts itself out in the air. If you have enough body sense and speed, 
you'll make it over the rail, and then it's just a matter of landing on your feet. However, supporters are highly 
recommended for beginners, using a basic somersault technique of spotting to avoid injury. Remember, you're upside-
down with a metal object near your head as you travel over at high velocity. Be careful!

I was once amongst the people in the parkour community that said the ‘dash’ vault is a needless and irrelevant vault in 
parkour. However, when I finally gave it a go, I loved it, and now I find myself using it more and more. 
The ‘dash’ is probably most famous for being combined with a Kong; the ‘dash’ to Kong. This is probably one of the 
most flowful combinations in parkour, whilst being the quickest method of travel as well. A dash on a rail is unnerving 
when first experimenting with the move. I suggest learning it on a wall before a rail, as this requires less precision. 

A common problem with ‘dashes’ is sore wrists, however, I only encounter this on walls, not rails.

Dash Vault

Run in at a relatively fast jog, but not a sprint. Try and get 
you run up correct, so that you can take-off with your 
weaker leg. I think it is best to take-off with your wrong 
foot, but do whatever comes naturally (lol).

Explode upwards off wrong leg. Make sure you’re not too 
close to the rail because you will need to bring your legs up 
in front of you. 

Throw your stronger leg up, which will help to get you 
over the rail. Remember to focus on the rail. 
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Semi pike/tuck your legs to get you in a good position to 
place your hands on the rail. Start bringing hands down.

Brace for what ideally is a gentle contact with the rail. Put your hands down when your shoulders are approximately 
inline with the rail. 

As soon as you touch the rail with your hands, push your 
legs out, and push your self forward with your arms. This 
is the pretty part of the move, which can also gain you a lot 
of distance.

Land on the front of your feet, making sure to smile –
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you’ve just done a ‘dash’.

Now continue to run, trying not to loose any speed.

The dash is also good for precisions, as you can see where your feet are.

This move is a very flashy, slow one that lacks on flow, but looks good. Needs a fair bit of upper body strength, and 
flexibility on the hamstrings at least - if you're up to it, good luck!

Rocket Vault

Use a curved run-up with a fair bit of pace to get into 
position so that you're travelling over the rail diagonally.

Focus on where you are going to put your hand on the rail. 
You use you hand nearest to the rail when first starting...we 
suggest your strongest hand.
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Put your hand on the rail and take off with your foot 
furthest away from the rail, kicking with your other foot to 
get above and across the rail. Throw you other arm up.

Now keep kicking up with your leg and power your second 
foot up so your legs will come together. Keep you hand up, 
preparing for the grab

Thrust your leg hard in order to get it above your head. 
Start bringing your other leg up as well, because you want 
to have them together. This is where the flexibility kicks 
in! I've already started the grab.

Here you should be performing a “V Sit” in the air. Keep 
your arm up, touching your shoes for the impressive factor 
(this is incredibly hard - so keep trying!). You want your 
body slightly on the other side of the rail at this point. 

I land on one foot to keep the run flowing by bringing my 
right foot down first (the one which I threw up first). This 
is done by leaning forward, and transferring your centre of 
balance to a lower position that is more suitable for the 
landing.
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And carry on running! 

Many people don't like this move due to the lack of flow, and to be honest, we don't use it that much. It's a very 
photogenic one however, so go for it if you feel you're physically flexible enough to do so!

A move akin to the dash, this is much easier to learn, although it lacks in the flow that the other move has.

Thief Vault

Start running at the rail at an angle, and adjust your speed 
according to skill. Rails are easier to learn on that walls, 
because of the extra grip available.

Focus on where you are going to put you hand on the rail -
using what is normally your strongest. 
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The take-off is into the hand that is on the rail, as you can 
see. Leap up and over.

Keep the forward momentum by not leaning back too far. 
The temptation is to do so in order to get your other hand 
grabbing that rail quickly. Just chill, and keep the second 
grab delayed for as long as possible.

Your body knows where that rail is, so don't worry (if you 
were). Legs are being swung in an arc which becomes 
bigger and bigger as you become more practiced.

A dash like push-off gains distance, and this is why you 
should delay grabbing the rail. The longer you wait, the 
better a position you are for pushing away (by grabbing 
early, your shoulder joint isn't correctly aligned for a strong 
push). 

Landing, and exit.
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This move is similar to a lazy in the way that you swing your body up and over. However, it tends to be a little harder 
because you're striking the rail head-on, and so you must focus on clearing the rail before you grab behind you. Practice 
getting the push forward once you have your second hand on the rail in order to get some nice distance, possibly even 
precisions as you become better.

A spectacular move, and one of the essentials of Parkour. Whether it's between buildings, or a subway entrance, you 
need a good technique to avoid shoulder and ankle injuries...so make sure you get this right first time round. Ankle 
stretches are useful for the less flexible amongst us before you begin.

Running Catleap

Make sure you have the pace to make the distance. If 
you're worried about the fact that it's too far, try standing at 
the edge of your take-off, and two-footing to the bottom of 
the wall you're aiming for. You'll be surprised at how small 
it seems.

(This is assuming there's ground for you to land on!).

The take-off is powerful, and you're jumping up, rather 
than across. Taking a landing whilst you're heading 
downwards is easier than hitting the wall at a full sprint, so 
use height to clear the distance, not a leap into it. Focus on 
your hand landing!

Dave does this move strangely, because he does a little 
double kick in the air. This location is big enough to allow 
this, but in smaller areas, you might have difficulty doing 
so. We don't know of anyone else who does this...so don't 
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feel obligated to copy by imitation!

The landing is the hardest part of this move. Notice how 
high he is, so that he can hit the wall with some downward 
force that is easily absorbed by the arms. A leg is being 
kicked forward as well in order to take some of the force 
that you inevitably have going directly into the wall. 

Hands and first leg tend to hit at same time, although a leg-
first landing isn't rare (although risky...you can fall 
backwards if your hands don't grab in time!).

This shot shows how his shoulders have lowered his body, 
absorbing the shock. The leg that struck the wall first is to 
the side of his body, and not directly under his chest. If that 
leg is in front of you and slip, your knee-cap is about to 
require surgery induced by concrete. If it's to your side, and 
you slip, the pendulum of your leg harmlessly swings 
outwards...keeping your body parts safe.

The rest is just up to a good climbing technique to get up 
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and running as soon as possible.

This move is actually a very frightening one...you're running at a wall at a fast jog, if not a sprint, and everything 
happens in an incredibly short time. Just focus on getting your hands on the ledge, and your first leg to your side. The 
rest comes from practice.

Basically, this move requires a wall. You don't need a gap or anything to practice over, just try moving further and 
further away from the wall as you catleap. See how far you can go, then try and beat that in a week or so. Try and make 
sure that you are using shoes with both good grip and good shock absorption, as repeated impacts can cause injuries 
such as stress fractures and cartilage damage.
For those new to cat leaps, a main concept is to get your legs in front of you so that they can absorb impact, and control 
how fast your weight goes downwards. By getting the grip of your shoe in contact with the wall, you also have 
propulsion when you need to climb the wall. Note that getting legs in front of you when doing standing catleaps is 
harder - your legs are far behind from the take-off, and you need to get them in position quicker. 

Standing Catleap

Make sure that you have a good solid takeoff point for 
practicing this move. If something slips whilst you are 
jumping then it can lead to quite a painful collision with 
the obstacle you are trying to cat leap to! Also watch out 
for mud, water or anything else slippery as it can stop you 
from gripping to the wall properly. 
Before you take off focus on where you 
are putting your hands.

Crouch down slightly, not too much otherwise you will 
loose all your force whilst jumping. At this point you 
should still be focusing on where you hands are going to 
go.

At this point spring forward and up. Make sure that you 
throw your hands up and aim for the wall with them. Its 
really important, especially with quite low cat-leaps that 
you get height in your jump, not just forward momentum. 
This will stop you smashing your knees into the object, 
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whilst at the same time you can get them into position to 
control your 'slide' or contact with it.

Here you have just exploded out and are aiming to get the 
right amount of height, whilst not undershooting the target. 
You are also making sure that your arms are quite high up, 
allowing you to grab the wall easily.

Here I'm starting to tuck my legs in ready for contact with 
the wall. The reason for this is that as with all catleaps, you 
should aim to get your shoe grip in contact with the wall 
(although with bigger ones, this can be a painful 
experience. Judge for yourself whether you need to land 
'gripped' or allow yourself to slide down to avoid pressure 
on the ankles). Also note that my arms still haven't come 
down fully yet, as I'm not close enough to the wall.

Now as I've sighted my target fully, I've lowered my arms 
to be ready to grab the top of the wall. My legs have also 
continued to tuck inwards.

As you can see my body is quite far back from my hands 
and feet. I'm also a little bit above the target, this is so that 
I can slide down easily (a choice made because of the size 
and lack of grip on this particular obstacle). My legs have 
straightened out so that they can take the force of me 
hitting the wall easily. My hands have also lowered to take 
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into account how high I am above the wall.

Contact is made.

As you can see my arms have bent a lot to take most of the 
strain. I find that its better to let your arm muscles take the 
brunt of the downwards force, rather than letting yourself 
slide down completely and possibly damaging your 
shoulders. My legs have also bent slightly, however it's not 
as much as a normal standing catleap due to the relatively 
low landing area. 

As you can see my arms are still taking a bit of the strain. I 
used them to slow myself down, rather than stop 
completely. If you attempt to stop completely without a lot 
more practice and a slightly different technique, then you'll 
quite possibly lose grip and fall backwards off the wall. 
This is the furthest extent of the 'slide' down. Normally, 
you would try land with at least one leg raised and to the 
side of your body - which can then kick out and be used for 
climbing. The lack of grip here has forced me to fully 
slide-down, a position quite hard to climb from. I blame 
my crappy trainer's grip. 

This move has many variants, such as the level to level standing catleap  or the basic running catleap. It also has a lot of 
dismounts, such as simply dropping or climbing up onto the top of the obstacle. Its also a move which works well in 
combinations with others, for example the tictac to catleap.

This move is a pretty basic wall climb with some nice flair thrown in with a quick 270° rotation in order to grab a wall 
perpendicular to the one in front of you. The wall it is done on in this tutorial is approximately 8-9 feet high, with a 
good, coarse brick surface for grip.
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There seem to be two styles in which it is done, with different ways of achieving the rotation in the twist. Most people 
find it easier to be already halfway through the rotation by the time they hit the wall (ie. with your back to the wall 
you're planning on grabbing. This is done by rotating the body before your first leg actually hits the wall...so in essence, 
you're almost facing backwards by the time your leading leg makes contact; and you kick sideways to complete the 
rotation.
The way in which I do it is unfortunately more complicated, because I only do the rotation once you've kicked the wall. 
I prefer it because it means the movement is snappier, but by all means try both techniques and choose what you think 
feels/looks best!

270 Tic-Tac

Firstly, get your run-up right. I kick off the wall with my 
right leg, so I have the wall I plan to land on to my right. 
Over a distance of about 10 feet (although to be honest, this 
doesn't really matter), I approach at a relatively fast jog 
(this does matter...the more speed you have, the more 
traction you get, but the harder the kick-up you need later 
is).

The distance you leap at the wall at is purely what you're 
comfortable with...I use about a metre and a half because 
I'm quite short and need the distance to get a foot nice and 
high. As mentioned earlier, I don't twist as early as other 
people, so in this case, it's more-or-less like I'm just going 
to do a normal speed-climb (a speed climb is what we 
name the move where you run at a wall at pace, hit it with 
a leg and kick downwards in order to rise vertically and 
grab a ledge out of normal reach).

With my leading leg in contact with the wall, I turn my 
head left in the direction of the rotation. My back leg (the 
left) is being drawn up vertically, so that it continues my 
upwards momentum. 

This is the 'twist'. At the epitome of the height I'll get from 
the foot on the wall, a quick rotation of my upper body 
makes my upper back face the target wall. My arms are 
brought around in a tight anti-clockwise arc (too wide and 
you throw yourself off the wall) to prepare to catch the 
ledge. This motion is actually what provides the majority 
of the twisting momentum.
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This is the weirdest bit, and by far the hardest. You've got 
to kick downwards, not away from where you're going. If 
you don't kick down, you won't get the height you need 
(bearing in mind this wall is nearly 4 feet higher than me).
Because your lower body has a delayed reaction from the 
momentum provided by your arms earlier, you need to 
make sure that your head is rotating fast enough to bring 
your shoulders around (a general rule is that wherever your 
head is pointing, your torso will follow). Arms are high to 
catch the wall (and possibly protect your face if you over-
rotate!).

First contact with hands on the wall. You really are rotating 
to fast to know where to put your hands, and you'll 
probably miss the wall a few times. At first, try throw your 
hands up slightly higher than you would imagine, and after 
a few goes, you'll get the feel on where the ledge is. Don't 
be discouraged by the lack of skin on your hands - you'll 
get it eventually.

Just a matter of hanging onto that wall...your momentum 
and force downwards is quite high by now, so a good grip 
is always helpful. As you can see in the picture, my body is 
being thrown sideways quite a bit...be prepared for this 
motion.

A flick with the chest, and your right leg gets between the 
wall and you - prime way of getting the drive to get up the 
wall cleanly.
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When preparing to do this move, picture yourself running toward the wall. Your eyes are on where your first foot is 
going to be placed, and you leap at the wall, placing the foot where you aimed at. You then turn your head towards the 
left (or right if you're doing it the other way round) and upwards, with your arms following close behind. Whilst all this 
rotation is happening to your upper body, your leading leg must be driving downwards to keep you going up. The 
rotation is continued as your first leg comes off the wall, by which time you are nearly facing the wall. Lift your hands 
up high, and grab the wall. Get a good grip, let your body swing outwards with the sideways momentum you've gained. 
When your body swings back in, use that momentum to assist you in getting up smoothly. Good luck!

I find this move easier than the normal speed climb, because you can get higher when your drive is coming from a 
different angle to the wall that you're climbing.

Tic Tac Climb / Tac to Climb

A good jog is perfect for this move, and pace increases as 
you become better.

I take off with my left foot (my weakest, but the same one 
that I use for normal jumps and catleaps). The take-off is 
about a metre and a half from the wall, but varies according 
to personal taste.

As you can see, my upper body is being thrown upwards to 
gain height, as well as getting my centre of gravity over the 
foot on the wall in order to give it that extra weight for 
traction.
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As part of one movement, kick downwards with the foot on 
the wall, and look up at the target ledge, with your original 
take-off leg preparing to come up in a cat-leap style grab.

This is the important part, because it lends speed to your 
climb (the hardest bit of this move to get fluid). Make your 
right leg (or vice versa if you switched around) is driving 
upwards, and to the side so that you can get it high in the 
next stage.

By getting your right leg high, you allow your momentum 
to get your elbows above the ledge. By having your 
shoulders and elbows high, you don't have to rely on your 
lats and biceps to get you up - your momentum has done 
that work. 

From here, it's just a matter of getting your leg on the wall 
by leaning on the arm you got up in the previous step.
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Scramble up and move on. 

Weeee. 

Think of this move as utilizing another wall to gain height so that your hands are not just grabbing the other one, but 
that your body is travelling so fast upwards, that getting your elbows above your wrists takes a few split seconds, and 
doesn't require upper body influence...which is slower. The rest is textbook...

The palm spin is a relatively advanced move. It is not entirely necessary to parkour, but is fun none the less. It is good 
for warming up before a run/jam, and for improving general skill and bravery. The palm spin is also an excellent 
stepping-stone for learning the wall spin.

It is difficult to be supported for a palm spin, so you must be confident of success before attempting this move. I would 
suggest learning to palm spin a wall before a rail; however, I did not - so it’s your choice! A smart idea when learning 
the palm spin is to do it at the end of a rail/wall, so that you will not land on it if you bail. 

Which way should I spin?
If your strongest vault is on your left side then it is best to spin clockwise like I do. Spin anti-clockwise if your strongest 
side to vault is your right.

Palm Spin
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Approach the rail at a jog. A sprint would make the move 
very difficult. The palm spin can also be done from a static 
position.

Take a hop step and bring your feet together. I believe it is 
imperative that the take-off is done with two legs. Bring 
your hands forward ready for contact.

Jump up when hands make contact with rail. The jump should not be made directly up, but at a slight angle towards 
your hands. This, coupled with throwing your upper-body down, will give you rotational speed. 

This image demonstrates how you must look at your shoulder/the floor. This will help whip your legs around. 
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As you can see, I am looking at the floor. I have also released my left hand. I am now pivoting on my right hand. The 
distant image shows something extremely important; always keep your body weight on the near side of the bar (the side 
you take-off and land on). This will make the move safer and easier. Once your body weight is on the other side of the 

rail it is very hard to bring your body back to the correct side. 

Start to un-tuck your legs when you know you have 
completed the spin. Brace for impact. 

This is quite a clumsy picture, but it shows you the location 
of my landing. If you were to hold the rail for longer, to 
lengthen the spin, you can land facing the rail and vault 
over it to continue the run. Just an idea…

As mentioned, the move isn't the best of flow, but can be used if you're just running around in an area with a lot of rails 
and technical obstacles, allowing you to change direction without crossing an object. One way of testing yourself is to 
have a drop on the other side of the rail/wall that you're spinning on!

Wall Flip

Run at the wall with moderate speed. When you are 
learning this move you'll need more speed, but once you've 
got it try it with less...it becomes easier.

Looking at the spot your going to put your feet is very 
important. 
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Plant your weaker foot (in my case my left) about a metre 
away from the wall and keep looking at the spot you're 
going to place your foot on the wall. This should be about 
chest height, although it varies. Start leaning back. 

Push into the wall, looking at the spot where your foot is. 
The longer you look at it, the higher you will go. Be 
prepared to start leaning back. 

Lean back! This is very important...if you don't lean back 
you won't make it round. Aim for the horizontal... 

Key stage. At this point you should be horizontal, with 
your trailing (left) leg thrusting upwards to provide the 
power of the rotation. This is essential.

You should also lean your head back (a general rule of 
rotations is that your torso follows your head). Arm 
positioning is not important, and is just down to personal 
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preference. Your ankle does a small flick to complete the 
rotation. 

Keep your head back, and the body follows (although note 
that the head being tilted backwards is a smooth action, not 
a jerk - if you jerk, you'll hurt your neck). You need to 
keep the rotation of your driving leg going around. This 
picture shows the end of the flick with my ankle...which 
produces height and speed of rotation, whilst the driving 
leg is power.  

Hang time, and a small tuck to control the rotation (tight = 
quick rotation, open = slow). Keep looking at your landing 
and force your legs round to it. Keep your eyes open to 
spot it correctly!

Bent knees absorb the landing and retain balance. This is a 
very high impact move, even on grass - so don't overdo it. 

A swift turn-around takes practice, or you could do a 
backwards recovery (which is even worse - great if you can 
pull it off, but good luck!). 
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This move is much easier than it looks or sounds, and is just a matter of controlling your instincts. You are going upside 
down, so you must learn to control the instinctive panic that comes from running into a wall, and somehow finding 
yourself the wrong way up. Focus on becoming horizontal, and really drive that leg skywards to get the rotation over 
with as quickly as possible.

Supporting is important when learning this move - especially for people not used to flips. 

Some people feel that the move isn't really worth being called a part of Parkour, because it lacks flow. We say it's up to 
you, no-one can dictate what personally feels right. It does lack flow, but the adrenalin rush beats some of the more 
ordinary vaults - and if you get the twist-around at the end right, it's all good.

This move is really simple, although it doesn't look it. However, learning it can be quite risky, and so support is very 
much recommended. This is normally done with two people on either side, then cut down to one, and then none - all 
before progressing to concrete.

The only bail we've had with the wallflip was due to mud on shoes; so when learning this move, make sure you do it on 
grass that isn't soaked and won't be churned to mud after a few goes. Good grip, concentration and trust in your 
supporters are essential.

Wall Flip // How to Support (spot)

This is the basic supporting position, and is swapped 
around for the person supporting on another side (not 
shown here so that you can see what the spotter is doing). 
In this case, the left arm (right if on other side) supports the 
back, and the right arm controls the rotation by pushing the 
back of the flipper's thigh.

Keep your arms out of the way whilst the pupil runs up 
toward the wall. If you're waving them around whilst 
they're trying to concentrate on the move, you're asking for 
trouble.
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As the traceur launches the wall, the supporter's left (or 
right, depending on side) arm is placed underneath by the 
shoulder blades. The other arm is lower down, keeping 
close to the thigh closest to that supporter.

This is where the left arm is important. If the flipper bails 
out, it is there to control the descent. Basically, the left arm 
keeps a person in the air, whilst the right arm in this picture 
is just touching the thigh ready to provide additional thrust 
if needed.

The right arm is pushing the thigh around (if the thighs 
complete the rotation, the flipper will be landing on 
anything but their head, which is an improvement on 
potential neck injuries). Knowing how much to push is 
really a matter of judgement...if your friend is about to 
become a few inches shorter, give a good, steady push 
across your body, and possibly even downwards as the 
rotation finishes (imagine a large circle in front of you...in 
this supporting position, you would be drawing it anti-
clockwise). Just get that those legs between the head and 
the ground.

Not much to say here...his feet are on the ground, and so a 
supporter's job is done. 

...
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When you're standing perpendicular to a wall, the arm furthest from it goes under the flipper, and the hand closest to the 
wall guides the thighs around. Use the arm around the shoulder blades to keep the rotation nice and high (approximately 
about shoulder to head height for an average flip). The thigh hand is probably the most important, because if the head is 
going towards the ground, it is up to the drive from that arm to complete the rotation and get the flipper the right way 
up. 

Good luck!
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